Signa Advisors was established in 2004 and provides
professional management consulting specifically in the areas
of
Transformation,
Human
Capital
Management,
Empowerment and Legislative compliance.
We are a Qualifying Small Enterprise; 51% Black Owned
company and a Level 2 B-BBEE compliant contributor.

Our solutions include:
- Transformation Advise;
- Ownership and Equity Structuring;
- B-BBEE Compliance Solutions;
- Human Resource Management;
- Recruitment;
- Procurement and Supplier Development;
- Enterprise Development projects;
- Skills Development and Training;
- Labour and Industrial Relations management.
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Signa Advisors will analyse; identify; design and
implement a sustainable business solution that
GUARANTEES compliance.

SOLUTION
DESIGN

Signa Advisors provides professional and strategic
management consulting. Our solutions deliver
sustainable and meaningful value.
Through focused analysis, we determine your
company’s current status and build a sustainable
strategy.
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Signa offers a holistic solution
- In depth business analysis to mitigate risk;
- Identify risks and opportunities within HR,
Compliance and B-BBEE;
- Provide a functional GAP analysis;
- Strategy formulation to accomplish organisational
objectives;
- Formulate corporate business and functional
strategies;
- Strategy
implementation
which
includes
designing, resource analysis, developing decision
making processes and managing human resources;
- HR Structures that include measuring performance
and taking remedial actions;
- Ongoing consulting to ensure that the strategy and
the implementation constantly meets the needs of
the organisation
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The Signa Advisors solutions for Transformation or HR;
is implemented by a Project Team which consists of
Executive Sponsor; Senior Advisor and Analyst. We have
a network of team members with national
representation in Johannesburg; Cape Town and
Durban.
Our recommendations give consideration to the costs,
timelines, client capacity, level of importance in
relation to the client strategy and risks associated with
each recommendation.
We focus on identifying quick-wins that are grown to
sustainable long term solutions over a period of time.
We believe it has to match the client’s budget and
facilitate a strategic re-alignment to meet business
objectives.
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Proven track record
since 2004

We deliver a broader,
single source of solutions
that brings value to our
clients across the
complexities of
transformation and
compliance legislation.

We specialise in
transformation,
empowerment and
growth

We focus on well-formulated, cost-effective
strategies governed by
expert advisory and
consulting services that
guarantee compliance.

Our expertise in BEE
compliance and BEE
verification preparation
ensures clients receive
maximum BEE points

Capable,
knowledgeable
and experienced
advisors

Experience across
multiple industries

Signa is 51% Black
Owned company –
Level 2 QSE

